SOLUTIONS FOR MOSQUES

Perfectly designed Mosque Audio Solutions for your community

Delight the faithful with
excellent sound everywhere in the Mosque

AUDIO SOLUTIONS FOR MOSQUES

Find a customised solution that ideally meets
the requirements of the size of your mosque
Are you satisfied with your mosque’s sound
system ? Are the messages achieving the distance
and clarity that you desire ? Inside the mosque, can
the teachings and prayers provided by the Imam,
be clearly heard by everyone ?
The voice of the Imam must reach every worshipper
in and outside the Mosque - the message must be
clearly heard, regardless of where a worshipper
may be in the Mosque. However, most of the time,
the acoustic aspects of a Mosque are not taken
into account when designing an audio system, so
echoes and longer reverberations of the sound, and
the feedback issues deteriorate the quality of the
sound throughout the Mosque.

TOA’s acoustic experts aim for the best possible
speech intelligibility and excellent sound quality.
TOA can assist you by designing an audio system
according to your budget. Be it for a retrofit or new
installation, our design engineers can perform an
acoustic simulation to ensure the audio system
meets the requirements to enable clearly intelligible
communication with the congregation.

MOSQUE STRUCTURE AND SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
FLOOR OF DOME

MINARET

Horn Speaker
High-intelligible, high power and distance, sound
quality, weatherproof
Horn speaker cover
approx. an area of

60°

60° angle. Six horn
speakers in a minaret

Slim Line Array Speaker
Excellent directivity, clear sound over distance

FLOOR OF DOME
Design Speaker
High power and efficiency, wide range, compact 2-way
Wall Speaker
High power box speaker, wide frequency range,
2-way, bass-reflex type

is ideal to cover the
whole area

FLOOR OF DOME
Lavalier Microphone
Electret condenser microphone, voice-oriented,
high-quality sound, lightweight

60°

Dynamic Microphone
Unidirectional microphone, cost-effective performance
Gooseneck Microphone
Slim paging microphone, battery or phantom power

Some mosques are complex buildings, with big
domes and challenging sound environments.

FLOOR
OF DOME

DOME

MINARET

MINARET

MIHRAB

MAIN HALL

MINBAR

LADIES
PRAYROOM
COURTYARD

Projection Speaker
High-intelligible, excellent sound quality,

COURTYARD
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with directivity horn, weatherproof
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AUDIO SOLUTION FOR SMALL SIZED MOSQUES

DIGITAL MIXER AMPLIFIER SOUND SYSTEM : MX-6224D

Mosque sound made simple. Pray with faith.
Small Mosques require a sound solution that is
basic, yet provides the essentials effectively, and
is easy to set up and operate.
Compact all-in-one system
The Digital Mixer Amplifier MX-6224D was designed
specifically for Mosques and incorporates a DSP
function, a built-in effector, and 2 x 240W class-D
amplifiers in one single unit. The MX-6224D is a
reliable and simple system, requiring very little
technical knowledge, yet providing exceptional
sound quality.
Optimise the sound :
Pre-programmed sound effects and
optimised microphone sensivity
The microphone sensitivity corresponds to the
distance between the microphone and the Imam.
Built-in amplifiers and digital signal processing with
pre-set special effects combined with technically
matched microphones and speakers comprise
perfect sound and voice intelligibility. Selectable
reverberation out of 12 patterns.
Control the output level meters for inside and outside, reduce feedback with the built-in 3-band
equalizer, use the pre-set effects for your voice and
for your rooms: delight your congretation with celestrial sound even in very small Mosques.

Broadcast the message far and clear
The Azan calls the faithful to the place of prayer.
The Azan and the voice of the Imam must be heard
clearly to the farthest corner. Microphones and
speakers must be carefully selected and installed
according to the architecture and acoustic challenges of the Mosque.
Horn speakers at the minaret spread the powerful
Azan over a wide area. The built-in speaker EQ,
optimized for TOA’s horn speakers, reduce acoustic
feedback and ensures voices are more intelligible.
Furthermore, TOA’s loudspeakers for outside are
weatherproof and less vulnerable to damage.

OPTIMAL MICROPHONE SENSITIVITY
MINBAR
MIHRAB

Sensitivity of Mihrab
microphones are higher

Microphone sensitivity corresponds to the
distance between the microphone and the
Imam. Three microphone inputs allow a
perfect set-up for movement transitions.

Lavaliere mic

MINBAR

MIHRAB

Mihrab microphones
with higher sensitivity

Lavalier
microphone

RC -03
Remote
Controller

Connectable to
an external
audio player

RC-03 Remote Controller for MX-6224D

Digital effects can also be
applied to the Azan
Operate your
broadcast
with one
person without
interrupting the
service.
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3-BAND EQ EFFECTIVE FOR
ALL MICROPHONE INPUTS

Reduces acoustic feedback easily

DIGITAL EFFECTS FOR
MICROPHONE INPUTS

Built-in effector enables celestial
sound even in small Mosques
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AUDIO SOLUTION FOR MEDIUM SIZED MOSQUES

Give your message a strong voice
The audio solution for medium sized mosques can
be configured in various ways to match the type
of architecture and complexity of your Mosque, the
requirements, and the desired acoustic quality.
TOA’s high-quality sound system offers the needed
intelligibility both inside and outside of the building.
This medium size audio solution is ideal for Mosques
with a capacity of 400 to 800 faithful.

Slim line array speakers, designer speakers, and
wall speakers deliver crystal clear sound without
detracting from the architectural aesthetics of
the mosque.

The M-8080D Digital Matrix Mixer system is easy to
use and to implement, offering state-of-the-art signal
processing and a large choice of I/O options in a
cost effective package.
Digital Matrix Mixer
System
Gooseneck Microphone
EM-380-EB
Mihrab
Microphones

Minbar
Microphones

Audio
Source
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M-8080D

Power Amplifier

DA-250FH

Dynamic Microphones
DM-1500
DM-1300

Dynamic Microphones
DM-1500
DM-1300

CD / USB / SD-Card
Audio Player
MD-200CTU

Mihrab

SR-S4L
Line Array
Speaker

Minbar

F-1300W
Design Speaker
(cluster of 4)

A-3548D

BS-1030W
Wall Speaker

CS-761
Music Horn
Speaker

Ladies
Prayroom

Minaret
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AUDIO SOLUTION FOR LARGE SIZED MOSQUES

AL MASJED AL JAMI MOSQUE, CAIRO, EGYPT

Speech intelligibility and high sound quality
for numerous faithful

The biggest singular dome in Egypt

Prayers, sermons and educational lessons need
to reach the congregation clearly. Whether at the
Mihrab, the Minbar, in the main hall or the courtyard, focus on more important things than your
microphone. Concentrate on your message and
your congregation, speaking “hands-free”.
And delight your congregation with celestrial sound
- everywhere in the Mosque.

In the northeast of Cairo, TOA and its partner
have been tasked with a challenge: the planning
and installation of an announcement system
with the best possible speech intelligibility at
the biggest singular dome in Egypt, the dome
of the Al Masjed Al Jami’ Mosque.

the number of speakers installed, to a minimum.
TOA’s technical department planned and plotted
the design properly, using simulations to verify the
expected outcome to ensure an as near-perfect
solution as possible. This was achieved with TOA’s
SR-S4 and SR-H2 slim line array speakers.

Given the fact that this dome has a diameter of
32 meters, the inside of the Mosque contains large
spaces with mostly hard reflective surfaces, and
these create more than one challenge for a public
address system. Whilst speech intelligibility was
the main priority, the client also wanted to reduce

To assemble the PA system, the digital mixer
was set up with the DA-250 power amplifiers and
complemented with an assortment of different
microphones to be prepared for every kind of
prayer, recitation or lecture.

Weatherproof horn speakers at the minaret spread
the powerful Azan over a wider area. Line array,
designer and wall mount speaker inside the building
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have an appropriate dispersion angle, suppressing
not only echo and feedback but also dispersing
the uniform sound throughout the Mosque.
The remote controllers provide the choice of various preset settings configured for different types
of events.
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AUDIO SOLUTION FOR LARGE SIZED MOSQUES

Lavalier, dynamic and gooseneck microphones at
the Mihrab, Minbar and courtyard allow you, with
your hands free, to focus on your message and on
more important things than your sound equipment.

The M-864D digital stereo mixer can engage its ARC
(Automatic Resonance Control) function to create
a sound environment with minimum reverberation.
Using the remote control system, you can easily select
Digital Stereo
Mixer

Gooseneck
Microphone
EM-380-EB

Mihrab
Microphones

M-864D

preset settings configured specifically for various
types of events. The DP-SP3 digital speaker processor brings out the best of TOA speakers while
adding a delay effect to the rear speakers if required.

Digital
Speaker
Processor

Power
Amplifier

DP-SP3

DA-550F

Dynamic
Microphones
DM-1500
DM-1300
Lavalier
Microphone
EM-410

HX-7W x 2
Variable Arrays

DA-250DH

SR-H3S
Line Array
Speaker

DA-250FH

TZ-50
Slim Column
Speaker

DP-SP3
Minbar
Microphone

Dynamic
Microphones
DM-1500
DM-1300

Mihrab
Minbar

Courtyard

DA-550FH

Audio Source

The HX-7 wide-dispersion variable array and the
SR-H3 line array speakers provide a boost of power and intelligibility both to the prayer and speech.

F-1300W
Design Speaker

F-2322C
Ceiling Speaker

Ladies
Prayroom

Remote Controllers

iPadTM APP
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TC-651M
Horn Speaker

Minaret
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We supply sound, not equipment.

www.toa.eu

My TOA distributor:

TOA Electronics Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd.
www.toasa.co.za
marketing@toasa.co.za

Specifications are subject to change without notice (21.12-22.01)
www.toa.co.za

TOA Electronics

TOA Electronics Africa

